The Mission of the JAG is to provide advice/recommendations to CAL FIRE and the Board regarding issues relevant to the periodic review of the JDSF Management Plan required under Board policy; ongoing implementation issues; and policy matters relevant to JDSF.

JAG Meeting Outline
August 3, 2021

6:00 PM Welcome, Introductions and Evening Expectations

6:10 PM Review/Approve Previous Meeting Minutes, Ex Parte Communication Disclosure

6:15 PM JDSF Operational Update

Administration
Timber
Roads and Recreation
Research and Demonstration

6:30 PM Government to Government Consultation Update

6:45 PM Review of Public Comments and Responses from Community Outreach

This section will summarize common themes and underlying questions from community outreach events. The specific questions have been answered individually previously.

Each topic will start with a JDSF staff presentation, followed by JAG discussion, and conclude with public comment relevant to the topic. Each topic will receive approximately 45 minutes.

Any questions that do not get answered during the evening, can be written down and placed in the box provided at the back of the room. These questions will be answered with the public comment questions following the meeting.

Sustainable Forestry

- Growth and yield – traditional approach
- Carbon: static and growing
- Habitat Improvement – Aquatic
- Summary: what we know, what gaps are there, where does JDSF fit into this?
- Comments/Questions from JAG
- Comments/Question from Public
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Fire Hazard Mitigation
- Overview of JDSF Fire Protection/Mitigation
- Current situation
- Applying concepts to Forest Management
- Infrastructure importance
- Landscape approach (WUI, Forest Practice Rules)
- Summary: what we know, what gaps are there, where does JDSF fit into this?
- Comments/Questions from JAG
- Comments/Questions from Public

Research and Demonstration Mission
- Mission – relevant research for the redwood region
- Overview of JDSF Research and Demonstration
- JDSF Management Plan Goal is to create a library of forest conditions to research.
- JDSF Research Focus Areas
- Outreach
- Summary: what we know, what gaps are there, where does JDSF fit into this?
- Comments/Questions from JAG
- Comments/Questions from Public

Remaining time will be open for additional questions and public comment on items not included on the agenda.

9:00 PM Adjourn